Abstract : Guided waves are an attractive tool for monitoring large structures. They are able to interrogate sizable areas at once, are sensitive to structural damage, and carry information about the damage location. Yet, there are many challenges to guided wave data analysis. First, guided waves are represented by a complex set of dispersive wave modes that distort their shape and phase as they travel through the medium. Second, the complex properties of guided waves are often unknown. Third, the unknown properties often vary as a function of time. As a result, to effectively analyze guided waves, their complex properties must be learned, tracked, and leveraged. This paper describes signal processing tools for managing the complexity, uncertainty, and variability of guided waves for structural health monitoring applications. We use a stretch-based and a matrix decomposition based temperature compensation methods to handle variability, sparse wavenumber analysis to learn the uncertain properties of guided waves, and matched field processing to then leverage these complexities. We demonstrate how these methods are combined for effective guided wave data analysis with experimental data from an aluminum plate under varying temperature conditions.
Introduction
In engineering and the sciences, there is considerable interest in technology to sense and monitor physical environments. This technology has applications in many fields, including civil engineering, nuclear engineering, aerospace engineering, medicine, oceanography, and seismology. These technologies are needed to non-invasively monitor the integrity of structures both small (e.g., batteries) and large (e.g., bridges). These strategies can reduce maintenance costs and prevent catastrophic failures. This paper focuses on recent developments with ultrasonic guided waves and signal processing to monitor materials and structures. Ultrasonic guided waves are of significant interest for monitoring structures due to their sensitivity to material variations and capability to interrogate large areas at once. Yet, successfully analyzing guided wave data can be a significant challenge due to complex wave propagation environments and constant operational and environmental variations (such as temperature, humidity, stresses, etc.) that affect the data.
Guided waves have been implemented for a large variety of structural systems, including pipelines [1] - [6] , bridges [7] , concrete [8] , steel cables [9] - [11] , metal aircraft components [12] , [13] , cargo [14] , and composite aircraft components [15] - [18] . There are three challenges for implementing guided wave systems: complexity, uncertainty, and variability.
Complexity
Guided wave data is characterized by a summation of multiple modes with distinct, frequency-dependent (i.e., dispersive) velocities. We often characterize these properties by their dispersion curves. The dispersion curves of Lamb waves (guided waves in a plate) are shown in Fig. 1 . The dispersion curves describe how the wavenumber k n (ω) of guided wave mode n varies as a function of frequency. Each curve in Fig. 1 describes a guided wave mode.
If k n (ω) describes the wavenumber function for mode n, then the phase velocity function c p,n (ω) and group velocity function c g,n (ω) for that mode is defined by c p,n (ω) = ω k n (ω) , c g,n (ω) = dω dk n (ω) .
Therefore, at any given frequency, a single excitation will create multiple guided wave modes with different velocities. Furthermore, since the phase velocity and group velocity typically do not match, the phase inside a wave packet will travel at a different speed than the wave packet itself. Fig. 1 The dispersion curves of a guided wave in a plate, known as a Lamb wave. These curves the waves propagate in an aluminum plate with a 5.68 mm thickness. Figure 2(b) shows three simulated narrowband (single-mode) responses from a 50 kHz Gaussian pulse with a 50 kHz 3 dB bandwidth. Each signal travels the same distances as in Fig. 2(a) . Visually, this signal appears simpler. Yet, the dispersion still distorts the envelope and phase, and the data does not resemble the original transmitted signal. This is important assumption in many signal processing algorithms. As a result, the signals in Fig. 2(b) are not significantly easier to analyze than the wideband signals in Fig. 2(a) .
It should be noted that the simulated signals shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) assume the waves propagate in an infinitely long plate. Yet, most real structures have boundaries that reflect the guided waves and create multi-path interference. To demonstrate this additional complexity, Fig. 2(c) shows wideband experimental data that possesses multi-modal, dispersive, and multi-path characteristics. The three signals travel the same distances as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b).
In this paper, we address complexity using matched field processing. Matched field processing is a widely used localization technique found in underwater acoustics [19] , radar processing [20] , and seismology [21] . Matched field processing compares data with a physical wavefield model to leverage the complex characteristics of the data.
Uncertainty
While guided wave propagation is complex, the complexity can theoretically be managed through the use of accurate physical models. That is, if we can accurately predict how guided waves behave in a medium, then we can simplify our data or incorporate the complexity into our analysis. Matched field processing, for example, incorporates complexity into localization algorithms. Yet, while physical models can be derived from analytical or numerical techniques, these models rarely match experimental data with the accuracy needed for data analysis.
Physical models rarely match with experimental data due to uncertainty. This uncertainty is typically the result of not knowing the precise mechanical properties of the material. For example, errors and non-uniformities in material properties (such as the Young's modulus or plate thickness) can cause errors in wave velocity. Small differences in velocity can then cause significant changes in a guided wave signal. Figure 3 (a) illustrates two simulated guided wave signals that travel the same distance but have a 0.5% difference in phase and group velocity. The linear correlation coefficient between the two signals (where 1 represents a perfect match and 0 represents orthogonal signals) is 0.48. Figure 3 (b) illustrates that the difference between these two signals has an amplitude nearly as large as the original data.
To address uncertainty, we need to use hybrid processing techniques that are model-guided and data-driven. That is, these techniques use data to estimate the specifics of general models. In this paper, we utilize sparse wavenumber analysis to accomplish this goal. Sparse wavenumber analysis integrates an analytical model of guided waves with experimental data to extract data-derived dispersion curves. We use these dispersion curves to then create a physical model of the waves.
Variability
In addition to guided waves being sensitive to small changes in material properties, material properties are often sensitive to small variations in environmental conditions [22] - [24] . Environmental conditions change velocities, amplitudes, and other properties that distort data [25] , [26] . In most practical structures, there are a large variety of environmental variations: temperature, vibrations, wind, stress, etc. Environmental changes distort measurements, obfuscate damage signatures, and cause false alarms [23] , [24] , [27] . As a result, guided wave data from real structural systems are constantly changing over time.
Many structural health monitoring strategies fail in varying environmental conditions because they directly compare current measurements with a single earlier baseline measurement [13] , [28] , [29] . For example, Fig. 4 shows correlation coefficients between a baseline and other measurements from an aluminum plate over approximately 6 hours.
During this period, the plate undergoes four heating cycles. Each curve represents the correlation coefficient for data between four different pairs of sensors. The figure demonstrates that the similarity with the baseline varies dramatically with temperature. Different sensor pairs also have different correlation coefficients since temperature's distorting effect increases with travel distance. As a result, there is a need to remove the effects temperature from guided wave data.
In this paper, we utilize stretch-based methods [30] and matrix decomposition based methods [31] , [32] to reduce the effects of temperature on guided wave data. Stretch-based methods utilize an approximate model for temperature's effects on guided wave data to optimally fit each measurement to the baseline. The matrix decomposition methods extract damagerelated signals from larger guided wave data sets.
Outline
In this paper, we evaluate methods for overcoming the guided wave challenges of complexity, uncertainty, and variability. We integrate these methods together to locate damage on an aluminum plate under temperature variations. In the following sections, we discuss algorithms for reducing variability, learning uncertain properties, and then leveraging the resulting complex models. We then describe an experimental setup and the results of our algorithms to detect and locate a small bronze mass (simulating damage) on an aluminum plate with as few as eight piezoelectric sensors on the plate.
Part I: Reducing Variability
One of the most significant environmental variations in guided wave structural health monitoring data is temperature. Temperature is known to change the velocity of wave propagation within the medium. This creates an approximate timestretching effect on the data. For example, if the velocity slightly increases, short travel times will decrease a little while long travel times will decrease proportionally more.
This stretching effect is significant because it prevents us from removing baseline (damage-free) information from the measurements. That is, since the baseline does not align with the current measurement, the baseline subtraction fails to isolate the damage signature. Furthermore, since the damage signature is typically much weaker than the direct signal (often about 100 times weaker), a small change in temperature (e.g., corresponding to a signal stretch factor of approximately 1.006) can create significant baseline subtraction errors.
There have been several approaches for addressing temperature. These methods can be generally categorized into database and machine learning methods [6] , [33] , stretchbased methods [29] , [34] , [35] , and matrix decomposition methods [31] , [36] , [37] . In this paper, we focus on stretch-based methods and matrix decomposition based methods.
Stretch-Based Temperature Compensation
Stretch-based methods determine the optimal stretching factor between a baseline measurement and a new measurement. Either measurement is then stretched (approximating a change in velocity) to match with the other. These methods are relatively simple but use an approximate model of temperature. As a result, the error increases with the baseline temperature difference, and these methods are only effective for relatively small temperature variations. In this paper, we utilize the scale transform to perform this temperature compensation.
The scale transform is a mathematical operator for analyzing time-stretching. Implementing the scale transform is a two-step process. First, a signal is exponentially re-sampled so that the data is densely spaced near time t = 0 and progressively more sparsely spaced as time increases. Then the fast Fourier transform is applied to the exponentially resampled data. Full details on the implementation are discussed in [30] .
The scale transform of a time-stretched signal is defined by
where S {x(t)} = X(c) represents the scale transform of x(t). This description is very similar to the Fourier transform's relationship with the time-shifting. As a result, we can use Fourier transform based methods for estimating shifts between signals to now estimate time-stretch factors between signals. Specifically, if we assume our baseline signal is x b (t) (with scale transform X b (c)) and our new measurement is x(t) (with scale transform X(c)), then we can estimate the optimal stretching factor between the two signals β by solving the optimization
We can then create the stretched signal by computing the inverse scale transform of (1/ β)X b (c)e jc ln( β) . Note that (3) is not a convex optimization. However, a coarse-resolution es- timate followed by a fine-resolution estimate can be accomplished to achieve a very accurate estimate of the stretch factor [30] . 
Matrix Decomposition Compensation
Unlike stretch-based temperature compensation methods, matrix decomposition methods utilize collections of data to separate damage signatures from variations due to temperature. These collections do not need to be labeled. That is, we do not need to know which measurements are damage-free (although the data set must contain some damage-free data). All of the available data is put into a single matrix and decomposed using algorithms such as singular value decomposition [31] , [36] , [38] or independent component analysis [37] , [38] .
Consider the collection of L measurements in the frequency-
We assume that each measurement has Q frequency samples. These L measurements are taken from a single pair of transducers over a period of hours, days, or years. We then construct a matrix Ψ defined by
. . . . . . . . .
This matrix can be constructed from either the time-domain or frequency-domain measurements. We then decompose the matrix Ψ into two or three matrices through singular value decomposition or independent component analysis. With singular value decomposition, we decompose the matrix such that
where (·)
H represents the conjugate transpose operation. Each column of matrix V is a signal across length L that describes trends over the measurements. Therefore, one column may represent variations due to temperature. Another may represent variations due to damage. Note that this process can separate damage signatures from many different types of variations and is not exclusive to temperature.
Each column of matrix U is a time-domain signal with Q samples that corresponds to the trend in the respective column in V. For example, if the third column of V is a step function corresponding to the rapid introduction of damage at the time of the step, then the third column of U is the representative baseline-subtracted signal that isolates the damage signature. Therefore, if we assume the damage occurs rapidly, we can design an algorithm to detect steps in V and extract the corresponding baseline-subtraction data from U. The first column of U is typically a representative baseline signal for our data (i.e., the signal without damage). Details on the algorithm are discussed in [31] .
Part II: Addressing Uncertainty
To effectively learn how the guided waves propagate, we integrate general models of wave propagation with data. In the guided wave literature, there have been a several approaches for achieving this goal [39] - [41] . In this paper, we specifically focus on the use of sparse wavenumber analysis [40] , [42] and tools from compressive sensing [43] . We then use sparse wavenumber synthesis to generate a model. These techniques have also been adapted for underwater acoustics [44] and medical diagnostics [45] . Recent advances [44] , [46] have also introduced optimization constraints to improve the effectiveness of sparse wavenumber analysis.
Sparse Wavenumber Analysis
Sparse wavenumber analysis uses sparse recovery methods from compressive sensing (e.g., orthogonal matching pursuit [47] and basis pursuit denoising [48] ) to recover the frequency-dependent amplitudes and wavenumbers of guided waves.
To accomplish this, we consider a collection of M frequency-domain measurements defined by X(ω, r 1 ), X(ω, r 2 ), . . . , X(ω, r M ). Each measurement corresponds to a different distance r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M between a transmitter and receiver. We assume each measurement has Q different frequency samples. We then express the measurements as a M × Q matrix X such that
The matrix X is then represented as the multiplication of two additional matrices, an M × N matrix Φ (known as a dictionary or propagation matrix) and an N × Q matrix V (known as a sparse matrix or dispersion curve matrix) such that X=ΦV .
For an isotropic medium, Φ is defined by
where r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r M are travel distances corresponding to measured data and κ 1 , κ 2 , . . . , κ N are discretized, user-chosen wavenumber values. Given this definition, V represents a twodimensional space of sparse frequency(ω)-wavenumber(κ) coefficients. Therefore, the values in matrix V represent the frequency-dependent wavenumbers (i.e., the dispersion curves) of the guided waves with amplitudes.
In an experimental system, we collect the data X and we know the propagation matrix Φ, which is based on an analytical model for guided wave propagation. Therefore, we need to solve for V. Yet, Φ is typically an underdetermined matrix such that the inverse problem has an infinite number of solutions. Fortunately, since V is known to be sparse, we can solve this problem by using tools from compressive sensing [43] . Specifically, we can retrieve V by approximately solving,
where · 0 represents the 0 pseudo-norm, which is defined as the number of non-zero elements in V and is a user-chosen reconstruction error tolerance. Figure 6 (a) illustrates an estimated V from 105 guided wave measurements (corresponding to 15 sensors). Figure 6 (b) illustrates an estimated V from 28 guided wave measurements (corresponding to eigth sensors). Before computing the solutions, the measurements are windowed in time using an exponentially tapered window that quickly reduces the signal amplitude for all signals traveling with an apparent velocity (corresponding to the known distance between sensors) of less than 3000 m/s. Figure 6 (a) closely resembles the first two dispersion curves shown in Fig. 1 and incorporates amplitude information at each frequency-wavenumber pair. Figure 6(b) shows that reducing the sensor count reduces the estimation quality.
Sparse Wavenumber Synthesis
Sparse wavenumber synthesis is the process of predicting data X based on the dispersion curves V extracted by sparse wavenumber analysis. That is, sparse wavenumber synthesis is described as the solution to the forward problem
where V is the estimated dispersion curves extracted using sparse wavenumber analysis and Φ is defined by
for some collection of distances r 1 , . . . , r M . When Φ = Φ, the sparse wavenumber synthesis process is also known as sparse wavenumber denoising. This is because any data that is not sparsely described by the columns of Φ is not reconstructed in X. When Φ Φ, the sparse wavenumber synthesis process is also known as sparse wavenumber prediction. That is, we use the dispersion curves to predict data that had not been previously measured. Figure 7 illustrates the results of sparse wavenumber synthesis, using the dispersion curves in Fig. 6(a) . Figure 7 
Part III: Leveraging Complexity
Matched field processing is a model-based localization framework. It can be considered a generalized beamforming or array processing methodology [49] as well as an extension of the matched filter [50] . Matched field processing has been used extensively in underwater acoustics [19] , radar [20] , seismology [21] , and nondestructive evaluation [35] .
In this paper, we use three types of matched field processors: the coherent matched field processor, the sensor incoherent matched field processing, and a time-enveloped delay-andsum matched field processor. The time-enveloped delay-andsum processor is a commonly used algorithm in guided wave structural health monitoring, but written in the same form as our other matched field processors. The delay-and-sum processor does not utilize our results from sparse wavenumber analysis.
Each processor produces an image, or ambiguity surface, value b p at pixel p. We define the pixel p as containing damage when
That is, the largest value in our ambiguity surface is the damage location.
In this section, we integrate our temperature compensation and sparse wavenumber analysis methods with matched field processing. Figure 8 illustrates our integrated methodology. 
Baseline Subtraction
To locate damage, we need to first isolate the damage signature through baseline subtraction. Let X b (ω q , r m ) be a baseline measurement from sensor pair m. Then let X(ω q , r m ) represent a new measurement from sensor pair m. Without temperature compensation, the baseline subtracted signal is defined by
With stretch-based temperature compensation, the baseline subtracted signal is defined by
where
is the Fourier transform of the optimally stretched baseline. With matrix decomposition temperature compensation, the baseline-subtracted signal is defined by
where U * (ω q , r m ) is the selected left singular vector from singular value decomposition.
Coherent Matched Field Processor
Let Z(ω q , r m ) represent a baseline-subtracted measurement from sensor pair m. Let Z(ω q , r m , p) represent our prediction of Z(ω q , r m ) for damage at pixel p. From these signals, the coherent matched field processor creates an image, or ambiguity surface, b p defined by
where (·) * represents a complex conjugate operation. The numerator of the coherent matched field processor at pixel p is defined by the inner product between our measurement X(ω q , m) and our model Z(ω q , m, p) across each frequency q and sensor pair m. The inner product represents a comparison between the measurement and model. When the two are similar for every q and m, the inner product value is high. The denominator is a normalization factor so that if
From a statistical perspective, the coherent matched field processor is equivalent to a matched filter when the data X(ω q , m) contains white Gaussian noise. From an optimization perspective, maximizing b p with respect to p is equivalent to solving
Therefore, the pixel p represents the location where our model and data best match, in a least-squares sense, neglecting some constant amplitude scaling γ.
Sensor Incoherent Matched Field Processor
The sensor incoherent matched field processor creates an image, or ambiguity surface, b p defined by
Inside the summation over the M measurements, the numerator of the sensor incoherent matched field processor at pixel p is defined by the inner product between our measurements Z(ω q , m) and our model Z(ω q , m, p) at each frequency q. When the data and model are similar across every q, the inner product value is high. The denominator is a normalization factor so that if
γ m . Therefore, this approach computes the coherent processor for each measurement m and then incoherently (i.e., without phase information) adds the results. When compared with the coherent matched field processing, this approach has the advantage that if the phases (or signs) across each sensor pair do not align at the damage pixel, we can still locate the damage. This occurs when each sensor has a different impulse response or if inhomogeneities in the medium distort each measurement. Yet, this approach cannot utilize phase information between sensor pairs. Hence, resolution of the sensor incoherent processor will not be as fine as the resolution of the coherent processor.
Time-Enveloped Delay-and-Sum Processor
A common localization algorithm used in guided wave structural health monitoring is referred to as delay-and-sum imaging. It is based on traditional delay-and-sum beamforming, such that the travel delay between a transmitter and receiver is computed for damage at all pixels of interest. We expect all of the data to have large values at the travel delays corresponding to damage. In structural health monitoring, delay-and-sum imaging uses the envelopes of signal rather than the raw signals in order to ignore dispersion's effects on phase.
Time-enveloped delay-and-sum can be written as a matched field processor. Specifically, we use the coherent matched field processor in (16) and replace our data Z(ω q , m) with Z e (ω q , m), the Fourier transform of the envelope of the time-domain data, and we replace our model Z * (ω q , m, p) with e jωρ m,p /c , where ρ m,p is the distance of interest for measurement m and pixel p and c is the known group velocity of the wave. Under this condition, the ambiguity surface is defined by
In the frequency domain, this processor applies a phase shift to each measurement before summing and squaring all of the data together. This method is relatively simple but suffers from poor resolution due to the envelope process. In addition, it cannot leverage the complexity of the data as with our other two matched field processors. Therefore, it may not be as accurate. Figure 9 shows matched field processing results with simulated Lamb waves in an infinitely long plate. The results are demonstrated for eight sensors (shown as squares) and 110 frequency samples ranging from 19 kHz to 119 kHz. The damage is modeled as an ideal, isotropic reflector at (0.50 m, 0.50 m) in the plate. Each plot is normalized to have a maximum of one. Figure 9 (a)-(c) illustrates our three matched field processors under ideal conditions. That is, our measured data perfectly matches the model. In this condition, all three matched field processors perform well. Visually, the delay-and-sum processor illustrates the most coarse resolution. Figure 9 (d)-(f) illustrates our three matched field processors when the signal amplitude for each sensor pair does not match the amplitude in our model. In this scenario, the coherent matched field processor is distorted. The delay-and-sum processor no longer successfully locates the damage. The sensor incoherent processor provides the strongest results due to its robustness to sensor variations.
Matched Field Processing Properties

Experimental and Analysis Setup
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods with experimental guided wave data from an aluminum plate in varying environmental conditions. Over approximately six hours, we heated the aluminum plate with temporal and spatial nonuniformity. During this time, we collected pitch-catch measurements between pairs of 15 PZT transducers on the plate. The temperature variations are created with a heating fan and located near the upper-left corner of the plate. This fan's intensity is periodically changed during the six hours.
Experimental Setup
At the start of the experiment, the temperature across the plate was approximately 20
• C. The temperature across the plate was then heated periodically up to temperatures of approximately 24
• C to 39
• C. We collected 76 measurements over four temperature cycles. Figure 4 illustrates the correlation coefficients between the data collected and their first (baseline) measurements for four different sensors.
We transmit and receive guided wave signals with a data acquisition system with a sampling rate of 1 MHz. We transmit a 10 V, 0.1 ms long linear chirp signal with a frequency range from 50 kHz to 500 kHz. We measure a 4 ms signal that is synchronized with the transmitted signal.
We physically simulated localized damage on the plate by placing a grease-coupled mass on the plate's surface. The mass used was a bronze cylinder of 1.5 kg mass and 5 cm diameter. The mass is placed near the center of the 1.22 m by 1.22 m aluminum plate at coordinate (0.534, 0.600). While the mass is not damage, it reflects waves similar to damage.
Analysis Setup
Before processing, all data is pulse compressed. That is, if X(ω, r m ) is a measurement and S (ω) is our transmitted signal, we process the pulse compressed signal
where (·) * represents a complex conjugate operation. This process removes the frequency-dependent phase behavior from the transmitted signal and time-compresses the measurement. The data is also filtered with a Gaussian filter around a center frequency of 37.5 kHz with a 30 kHz 3 dB bandwidth. We do this since the mass's effect are mostly observed at low frequencies.
Before performing sparse wavenumber analysis, the data is windowed to reduce the effects of multi-path reflections. Specifically, we use an exponential, rapidly tapered window that removes signals that travel with apparent group velocities (based on the known distances between transducer pairs) of less than 3000 m/s. Before performing matched field processing, we apply an exponential, slowly tapered window that removes signals that travel with apparent group velocities of less than 500 m/s. Matched field processing uses a larger window since we do not know the time of damage in the data.
When performing coherent and sensor incoherent matched field processing, we only process Q = 250 frequency samples ranging from 12.5 kHz to 75.0 kHz. This is done for several reasons. First, by limiting the number of frequency samples processed, we can significantly increase the speed of matched field processing with little effect on performance. Second, as previously mentioned, the effects of the mass are mostly observed at low frequencies. Therefore, we are optimizing our frequencies to detect the mass.
When performing time-enveloped delay-and-sum processing, the data is then enveloped using the Hilbert transform. We then only process the first 90 frequency samples (up to 2.25 kHz) of the Fourier transform of the time-enveloped data since enveloped data only contains low frequency content. We also assume the dominate group velocity to be 1950 m/s, which we measured from our estimated dispersion curves.
Results
Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate our matched field processing results with no temperature compensation, scale transform temperature compensation, and singular value decomposition temperature compensation, respectively. In each figure, the first row of images shows results with eight sensors while the second row shows results with 15 sensors. Each column represents the coherent, sensor incoherent, and time-enveloped delay-andsum matched field processors, respectively. Each plot is normalized to have a maximum value of one. Figure 10 illustrates our matched field processing results with no temperature compensation. None of the matched field processors successfully locate the mass near the center of the plate. Notably, the sensor incoherent and the delay-and-sum methods are significantly affected by the multi-path reflections, particularly in the upper-right corner of the plate. Figure 11 illustrates our matched field processing results with scale transform temperature compensation. In this result, the baseline and current measurement were chosen to have a near maximum temperature difference for our data set. With this temperature compensation method, only the 15-sensor coherent matched field processor successfully locates the mass. With 15 sensors, the sensor incoherent and the delay-and-sum methods achieve high values around the mass location but do not contain the maximum value. Figure 12 illustrates our matched field processing results with singular value decomposition based temperature compensation. This approach produces the most accurate results. With eight sensors, the sensor invariant matched field processor successfully locates the mass, albeit with other large values in the im- age. The delay-and-sum processor with eight sensors also has some large values around the mass location, but significantly larger values in other parts of the image. With 15 sensors, all three matched field processors detect the damage. Overall, we observe that the singular value decomposition method achieves better temperature compensation when compared with the scale transform. This is because singular value decomposition utilizes a collection of data rather than individual measurements. This allows singular value decomposition to better remove noise and other time-varying variations.
Furthermore, the sensor incoherent matched field processor achieves the most robust results, particularly with singular value decomposition temperature compensation. The sensor incoherent processor works particularly well because singular value decomposition temperature compensation processes each sensor pair independently. Therefore, we prefer to ignore the phase and amplitude differences between each measurement to achieve optimal results. Finally, we observe that while the sensor incoherent processor achieves the most robust results, the coherent matched field processor achieves the finest resolutions. This is because the coherent matched field processor most effectively uses the constructive and destructive interference between the frequencies and sensors to locate the mass. However, this also makes the coherent processor sensitive to error, which is why it does not successfully locate the mass with eight sensors.
Conclusions
Overall, we demonstrated algorithms for managing the complexity, uncertainty, and variability of guided wave data. The complexity represents the multi-modal and velocity dispersive behavior of guided wave data. The uncertainty represents our lack of knowledge about these properties. The variability represents the changes over time due to environmental effects.
We addressed variability with scale transform and singular value decomposition temperature compensation algorithms. We addressed uncertainty with a sparse wavenumber analysis dispersion curve estimation method to obtain the multi-modal and dispersive properties of the medium. Finally, we leveraged these complex properties using coherent and sensor incoherent matched field processing. The results were compared with time-enveloped delay-and-sum imaging, which is commonly used in guided wave structural health monitoring system. Overall, the matched field processors achieve more robust and finer resolution results with as a few as eight piezoelectric sensors.
